
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of leadership
program. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for leadership program

Develop a cross-business, cross-functional network that will expand as your
career grows - Receiving mentoring & guidance from UTC Operations
Leaders
Responsible for the leadership of a school-wide cross-functional team,
ensuring cohesion across all of our women-directed programs extending
beyond MBA and EMBA students to our alumnae community our non-degree
executive education students
Contribute to projects and processes in a variety of functions across the
Renewables Business, including Sales, Commercial Operations, Product Line
Leadership, Project Management Logistics, Sourcing, Field Services, Parts
and Operations, and others
Find and interpret data sources, manage large amounts of data, merge data
sources together, ensure consistency of data-sets, create visualizations to aid
in understanding data, build mathematical models using the data, and
communicate insights / findings in simplified way to reach people who do not
understand complex statistics
Execute analyses using modern analytical methods and technologies and/or
contribute to technological developments in a team environment, working
together with customers and partners in the business unit
Work with fellow business leaders and team members on business critical
issues with broad impact during each of the four rotations
Take an off program role within Renewables that continues to grow your
expertise as a data scientist and leader upon completion of the Program
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experience
Consult with the business, HR, and other stakeholders to identify and build
leadership and career development materials to be accessible through
different mediums including in person sessions and online resources and tools
Conduct needs analysis using sound design principles to identify and design
leadership and career resources and offerings

Qualifications for leadership program

Flexibility to adapt to business changes as the need arises
FINRA Series 7 and 66 required within first 12 months
Bachelor’s Degree in Business, Engineering, Computer science
A genuine passion for contributing to the transformation of a premier global
business school that is operating in a rapidly changing environment
Current Seniors pursuing a 4-year undergraduate program majoring in
business or similar major (Management, Economics, Supply Chain, Marketing
or Finance preferred)
Bachelor’s degree in Accounting, Finance, Economics, or related business
field required


